
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Financial Relief: The rebate eased the financial burden and
expedited project realization.
Enhanced Environment: Upgraded LED lighting immediately
improved the learning atmosphere.
Eco-Friendly: LED transformation aligned with sustainability
goals.

Assessment: OEO identified energy optimization opportunities.
Proposal: A tailored plan outlined savings and LED solutions.
Execution: Advanced LED systems were installed.
Adaptation: Swift adjustments ensured seamless progress.

Rebate Impact: $90,800
Energy Savings: 321,654.44 kWh

IMMEDIATE BENEFITS

IMPLEMENTATION

SUCCESS
Avista's robust rebate of $90,800
significantly offset project costs, enabling a
swift, comprehensive LED upgrade. Without
Avista's support, the project might have been
prolonged over several years, ultimately
delaying the positive impacts of the lighting
upgrade.

Results: The Avista Advantage

The complete fixture
change featured a range

of OEO products

 THE COMPLETE FIXTURE CHANGE FEATURED  A RANGE OF OEO PRODUCTS   

OEO LL Shoebox Light 

Pro-Classic High Bay Series

 Diamond LED Traditional Wall Pack

OEO Energy Solutions played a pivotal role in collaboration
with Avista to drive a comprehensive LED upgrade. With
Avista's robust rebate of $90,800, OEO Energy Solutions
executed the transformation, achieving impressive results – a
reduction of 321,654.44 kWh in energy consumption. 

This partnership expedited the project, leading to immediate
financial relief and a brighter, more sustainable learning
environment.
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Post Falls School District faced high energy
costs and outdated lighting, impacting
resources and learning. To improve
finances and the educational environment,
the district sought a lighting revolution.

The Challenge

OEO Energy Solutions and Avista partnered
to upgrade the lighting, aiming to enhance
energy savings and lighting quality with
advanced LED technology.

The Solution

Based on national
average, the school

district will save
$41,720.77 this year

alone after implementing
the LED lighting  upgrade

Illuminating Efficiency: Avista's Role
in Accelerating LED Transformation
at Post Falls School District



 

"Working with Avista and OEO has been great. Both have made this process very easy for us. The
energy savings has certainly made an impact in our district, and the reduced maintenance has
enabled our team to focus our time on other projects.” – Adam Lundwall,  Post Falls School District

IMPROVED LIGHTING            70% SAVINGS          REDUCED MAINTENANCE
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